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Abstract: Mental disorder leads to difficulties in occupational, educational, social and marital relations. This study objective to assess the prevalence and nature of mental disorders by attending the physicians. Failure to detect mental disorder denies patients effective treatment. So the most important objective of our projects is to analyses the symptoms of individuals and applies each permutation to the situation to detect the disordered people. In our project, the input will be given in the form of speech. The speech will be converted to text using Google API. Then by applying NLP to text, sentiment analysis will do using BDI questions from the person will be asked. The result generated will be stored. From that response whether the person is normal or in depressed state is find out. If the result generated are negative that is the person is found in depresses state, then we will suggest that person some measures to come out that state. The measure suggested can be like visiting a physician, doing exercise or doing things of interest.
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1. Introduction

Speech is most commonly used form of communication between humans. There are various spoken languages which are used throughout the world. The communication among the human being is mostly done by though the voice, therefore it is natural for people to expect speech interfaces with computer.[10]

Emotion is the one type of affect, other type of being mood, temperament and sensation. It have been widely studied in psychology and in behavior sciences, as they are an very important element of human behavior. Now a days they have also attracted the attention of researchers of computer science, especially in the field of human computer interactions. Advancement in textual analysis have allowed the field of emotion detection to become a recent interest in computational linguistic. Emotion detection is the newer best technology of textual analysis and therefore, has weaker standard methods. Emotion can be conveyed as happiness, sadness, anger, disgust, fear, surprise and so forth. While board topic of emotion has been studied in psychology for decades, very small effort has been spent on attempting to detect emotion from text. In this work, we assume that emotion reaction of an input sentence is essentially represented by its word appearance.

Natural Language Processing(NLP):
Natural Language is an approach of research and application that explores how computers can be used to understand and alter natural language text or speech to do useful things. It researchers try to collect knowledge on how human beings understand and use language so that particular tools and techniques can be developed to make computer systems understand and alter natural languages to perform the given work. The foundations lie in a number of rules, viz. computer and information sciences, linguistics, mathematics, electrical and electronic engineering, artificial intelligence and robotics, psychology, etc. Applications include a number of area of studies, such as machine translation, natural language text processing, user interfaces, multilingual and cross language information retrieval, speech recognition, artificial intelligence and expert systems, and so on.

Machine Learning Approaches:

Supervised Learning:
Is the machine learning task of inferring a function from labeled training data. The training data consist of a set of training examples. In supervised learning, each example is a pair consisting of an input object and a desired output value. So in this system we provides the trained data sets in the form of emotions so that system will find the proper mental condition of the user.

**Unsupervised Learning:**
It is a type of machine learning. In unsupervised learning there is no any trained data set to compare with. It is without labeled training data. In unsupervised Learning we can not predict on output for that we apply multiple algorithm to get output.

2. Literature Survey

2.1 Feature Selection to Simplify BDI for Efficient Depression Identification:
In this paper, author Jiayue Cai, Jane Wang have presented an efficient BDI-based approach for depression identification in PD patients by identifying a subset of features using feature selection techniques and setting a new threshold in the simple sum-up rule. Moreover, in this paper provides some insights into gender differences for the assessment of depression. They select the top 5 features for male and female patients respectively and note that mood, loss of libido, work inhibition, self-accusation, social withdrawal are the most useful features for males while indecisiveness, mood, work inhibition, distortion of body image, crying are most useful in females. This observation reveals that there indeed exist distinct factors for the identification of depression between male and female individuals.[1]

2.2 Question Answering System on Education Acts Using NLP Techniques:
The objective of this paper is to review some of the methods and implementation techniques which are used for implementing Question Answering System. On the basis of literal survey we can conclude that, Question answering system using NLP techniques is more complex compared to other type of Information Retrieval system. QA Systems can be developed for resources like web, semi-structured and structured knowledge- base domain. The Closed domain QA Systems give more accurate answer than that of open domain QA system but this system is restricted to single domain only. The QA system for closed domain of documents of related to education acts using NLP techniques and information retrieval are proposed to give the accurate and suitably more correct answers for user’ queries.[2]

2.3 Semantic Information Retrieval: A comparative experimental study of NLP Tools and Language Resources for Arabic:
This work is an attempt to semantically handle Arabic web Search. We are trying to enhance this vision of Search and to study all parameters which can improve it as tools and resources. Hence, we presented a Generic semantic search System based on contexts and senses of user queries terms. A module of QR is integrated in the System based on a knowledge-based approach for Arabic Semantic Disambiguation by use of Dictionary. The process of WSD is done based on a Sense Recognition algorithm. Different Semantic Information Retrieval approaches are experimented relying on Semantic Spaces (SS). Tests were made with use of different Morphological Analyzers and different linguistic resources. [3]

2.4 Continuous Speech Recognition System: A Review
This paper author Pratik K. Kurzekar*, Ratnadeep R. Deshmukh, Vishal B. Waghmare, Pukhraj P. Shrishrimal would be helpful for the researchers to find the brief overview of continuous speech recognition systems developed in different languages.[10]

3. Exiting System
In BDI (Beck Depression Inventory) the question is in the form of multiple choices. In that system person will select only one option from the given four options. From the user answers, system find out the mental state of the person that is, the person is in depress state or not. BDI has become one of the most widely used instrument for accessing the intensity of depression in psychiatric diagnose patient and for detecting possible depression in normal population. The user can not give his own answer. He has limited Option i.e. in the form multiple choice which is given by the system to the user. User only selects the option among them so system cannot find the proper mental state of the user.

4. Proposed Methodology
In this project the user will give the answer of question in the form of speech. This speech is converted into text using Google API. Then by applying NLP to text, sentiment analysis will do using BDI questions. The question is present on system the person answer that question this answer is store in the system. Using Google API this speech is converted into text. According that answer the person is in depression or normal state is show.
Word Process Module:
The Word-processing module consists of tokenization, Parts-of-speech tagging, negative sentence extracting, and searching keywords from positive sentence. This enables us to find emotion-bearing words from a given sentence. [3]

Emotion Detection Module:
Emotion detection methodologies use the concepts and algorithm that are created for subjectivity and sentiment analysis.

Sentence Analysis:
In this sentence analysis module, our aim is to detect emotion from a sentence where there is no emotional keyword in the sentence. For this purpose, we analyze different categories of sentence.

BDI:
BDI stands for Beck Depression Inventory. The Beck Depression Inventory (BDI) is a self-report questionnaire consisting of 21 question items, has been the most extensively used for depression assessment.

Train Dataset:
Training dataset is an important part of machine learning. After processing module using training dataset you test the model by making prediction against test set it is easy to determine whether the models guesses are correct.

Emotion Database:
Emotion database can store the emotion keyword which is used for train dataset by comparing the keyword for finding the emotion.

5. Conclusion
In our project, we propose three emotion detection methods to extract emotion from text input. Both the keywords and Affect Bearing Word (ABW) are the main topic of our project to detect emotion from text. Experiments proved that human motion was deeply depended on the content word of the sentence. As we know, it is still difficult to do the semantic parsing with machine learning method. Nevertheless, some part of the semantic information and emotional keywords such as exclamatory keywords & direct emotional keywords have been work out in the system. The result shows that we have got relatively good results for emotion detection from text input.
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